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We consider nonlinear algebraic systems arising from numerical discretizations of nonlinear
partial differential equations of diffusion type. In orderto solve them, some iterative nonlinear
solver, and, on each step of this solver, some iterative linear solver are used. We propose
adaptive stopping criteria for both these solvers, based onan a posteriori error estimate which
distinguishes the different error components, namely the discretization, linearization, and alge-
braic ones. Our estimates give a guaranteed error upper bound and also a robust error lower
bound. Numerical experiments for the nonlinear Laplace equation, nonconforming finite ele-
ment discretization, Newton linearization, and conjugategradients algebraic solver illustrate the
theory.
Keywords: Nonlinear algebraic system; adaptive linearization, adaptive algebraic solution;
stopping criterion; a posteriori error estimate.
Introduction
Consider a system of nonlinear algebraic equations written in the form: find a vectorU ∈ RN,
N ≥ 1, such that
A (U) = F, (1)
whereA : RN → RN is a nonlinear operator andF ∈ RN a given vector. We describe in this
contribution an adaptive version of the inexact Newton method, cf. [2], for problem (1).
Our method is driven by stopping criteria based on a posteriori error estimators distinguish-
ing three main error components, namely the discretization, l nearization, and algebraic ones.
On a nonlinear solver stepk, k ≥ 1, and linear solver stepi, i ≥ 1, these estimators are respec-




alg. A notion of an algebraic remainder estimatorη
k,i
rem also
appears. All the estimators are fully computable quantities on each iteration step; their precise
form depends on the nonlinear problem, numerical discretization, and nonlinear solver at hand,
but is independent of the linear solver. Examples are given below, whereas the detailed forms
can be found in [1].
Let γrem, γalg, andγlin be positive user-given weights, typically of order 0.1, related to the
maximum percentage part of the given error component in the total error. The algorithm reads:
Algorithm 1 (Adaptive inexact Newton method).
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1. Choose an initial vector U0 ∈ RN. Set k:= 1.
2. From Uk−1, define a matrixAk ∈ RN,N and a vector Fk ∈ RN. Consider the following
system of linear algebraic equations:
A
kUk = Fk. (2)
3. (a) Define Uk,0 := Uk−1 and set i:= 1.
(b) Perform a step of a chosen iterative linear solver for thesolution of the linear sys-
tem (2), starting from the vector Uk,i−1. This yields an approximation Uk,i to Uk
which satisfies
A
kUk,i = Fk−Rk,i, (3)
where Rk,i ∈ RN is the algebraic residual vector on step i.
(c) Performν > 0 additional steps of the iterative linear solver yielding anpproxima-
tion Uk,i+ν to Uk which satisfies
A
kUk,i+ν = Fk−Rk,i+ν , (4)
where Rk,i+ν ∈ RN is the algebraic residual vector on step i+ ν . The parameterν


















If satisfied, set Uk := Uk,i. If not, set i:= i +ν and go back to step 3b.




If satisfied, finish. If not, set k:= k+1 and go back to step 2.






(Uk−1), Fk := F −A (Uk−1)+AkUk−1, (8)
but other linearizations like the fixed point one are also allwed. As for the iterative algebraic
solver yielding (3), we also do not make any requirement.
1 A Nonlinear Partial Differential Equation and its Numerica l Approximation
The nonlinear systems (1) typically arise from some numerical approximation of a nonlinear
partial differential equation. LetΩ ⊂ Rd, d ≥ 2, be a polygonal (polyhedral) domain (open,
bounded, and connected set). We consider the following model partial differential equation:
find u : Ω → R such that
−∇·σ (u,∇u) = f in Ω, (9a)
u = 0 on∂Ω, (9b)
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whereσ : R×Rd → Rd is a nonlinear flux function andf : Ω → R a source term. The scalar-
valued unknown functionu is termed thepotential, and, given a potentialu, the vector-valued
function−σ (u,∇u) is termed theflux. We assume thatf ∈ Lq(Ω), q > 1, and setp := qq−1 so
that 1p +
1
q = 1. The energy space isV := W
1,p
0 (Ω), i.e., the space ofL
p(Ω) functions whose
weak derivatives are inLp(Ω), with the zero trace on∂Ω.
The exact solutionu lies in the spaceV. Let uk,ih be a numerical approximation on a mesh
Th of Ω, linearization stepk≥ 1, and algebraic solver stepi ≥ 1, corresponding to the algebraic
vectorUk,i of (3). We supposeuk,ih ∈V(Th), where
V(Th) := {v∈ L
p(Ω), v|K ∈W1,p(K) ∀K ∈ Th}. (10)
Remark thatV(Th) 6⊂ V, so thatu
k,i
h can be nonconforming. LetEK regroup the facese of
an elementK ∈ Th, denote byhe the diameter of the face, and by[[·]] the jump operator,
yielding the difference of (the traces of) the argument fromthe two mesh elements that sharee
on interfaces and the actual trace ifs a boundary face. The error between the exact solution
of (9) and the approximate solutionuk,ih is measured as
Ju(u
k,i








h ) := sup
ϕ∈V;‖∇ϕ‖p=1
(
























h ) measures the error in the approximation of the exact flux−σ (u,∇u)
by the approximate one−σ (uk,ih ,∇u
k,i
h ) and represents the dual norm of the residual of (9);
Ju,NC(u
k,i
h ) then measures the nonconformity of the discrete potentialu
k,i
h , i.e., the departure
of uk,ih from the spaceV. Therein‖·‖r stands for the Lebesgue norm inL
r . Importantly, there
holdsJu(u
k,i
h ) = 0 if and only ifu
k,i
h = u. The error measureJu(u
k,i
h ) is not easily computable
for a known exact solutionu; the Hölder inequality, however, gives
Ju(u
k,i











which is simple to evaluate, being based on the[Lq(Ω)]d-difference of the fluxes, plus the





h ) exhibit a very close behavior.
2 A posteriori Error Estimates and their Efficiency






rem introduced in the Introduction. These are quanti-
ties that are fully computable fromuk,ih . Their precise forms for the model problem (9), various
numerical discretizations, and various linearizations are given in [1]. Let moreoverηk,iquad be
a quadrature andηk,iosc a data oscillation estimator. The following theorem has been shown
in [1]:
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Theorem 1 (A posteriori error estimate distinguishing the differenterror components). Let
u∈V solve(9) and let uk,ih ∈V(Th). Then
Ju(u
k,i













Theorem 1 gives an overall error control on each stepk of the linearization andi of the
algebraic solver. This control is tight in the sense of the following result, shown in [1]:
Theorem 2 (Global efficiency and robustness). Let u∈ V solve(9) and let uk,ih ∈ V(Th). Let
the global stopping and balancing criteria(5), (6), (7) be satisfied. Then there exists a generic
constant C independent of the mesh size h, the domainΩ, the nonlinear functionσ , and the















This section gives a quick numerical illustration of the theoretical developments. We con-
sider (9) withσ (u,∇u) = |∇u|p−2∇u, which is the so-calledp-Laplacian. Here we only con-
sider the valuep = 10. We takeΩ := (0,1) × (0,1), f := 2, and prescribe an inhomogeneous











We employ the Crouzeix–Raviart nonconforming finite element me hod for the discretization,
the Newton linearization (8), and the conjugate gradient algebraic solver with a diagonal pre-
conditioning.
We compare three different stopping criteria in Algorithm 1, leading to three different solu-
tion approaches:
• In the Full Newton (FN) method, both the nonlinear and linear solvers are iterated to
“almost” convergence, with the global stopping criteriaηk,ialg≤ 10
−8 andηk,ilin ≤ 10
−8. The
balancing criterion (5) is employed withγrem = 0.1.
• In the Inexact Newton (IN) method, the only difference with FN is that a fixed number
of preconditioned CG iterations is performed on each Newton linearization step. These
values were chosen respectively as 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15 on each level of the uniform mesh
refinement.
• Finally, in theAdaptive Inexact Newton (AIN) methodthat we propose, we rely on the
global stopping criteria (5), (6), and (7) withγrem = γalg = γlin = 0.3.
Figure 1 focuses on the 6th level uniformly refined mesh and tracks the dependence of the
error measureJ upu (u
k,i
h ), the overall error estimator, and the discretization and liearization
estimatorsηk,idisc andη
k,i
lin of Theorem 1 on the Newton iterations. Typically, the error and ll the
estimators exceptηk,ilin start to stagnate after the linearization error ceases to dominate. This is
precisely the point where the nonlinear iteration is stopped in AIN using (7), whereas both FN
and IN perform many unnecessary additional iterations.
Figure 2 further analyzes the situation on one chosen Newtoniteration from Figure 1. To be
in a region with similar error measureJ upu (u
k,i
h ), we have chosen the 6th iteration for FN and
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Fig. 1. Error and estimators as a function of Newton iterations, 6th leve mesh. Newton (left),
inexact Newton (middle), and adaptive inexact Newton (right)




















































Fig. 2. Error and estimators as a function of preconditioned CG iteraions, 6th level mesh.
Newton, 6th step (left), inexact Newton, 6th step (middle), and adaptive inexact Newton, 8th
step (right)




































































































Fig. 3. Number of Newton iterations per refinement level (left), numberof linear solver itera-
tions per Newton step on 6th level mesh (middle), and total number of linear solver iterations
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Source: Own
Fig. 5. Upper and lower effectivity indices. Newton (left), inexact Newton (middle), and adap-
tive inexact Newton (right)
IN and the 8th iteration for AIN. We see that almost no decrease of the error measureJ upu (u
k,i
h )
can be observed during the almost 650 iterations of the preconditi ned CG method in the FN
case. The fixed 15 CG iterations in the IN case are, on the contrary, not sufficient to decrease
significantly the error. In our approach, just the sufficient, “online-decided” number of CG
iterations is performed and timely stopped using (6).
Figure 3 illustrates the overall performance of three approaches. We can see that the number
of Newton iterations per refinement level is stable around 20for FN. It increases significantly
for IN, whereas it is still reduced for AIN. On one Newton iteration, the number of CG iterations
also varies significantly among three approaches. Many iterat ons are necessary in the FN case
and fixed 15 iterations in the IN case, whereas AIN picks up thenumber that is “just necessary.”
Remark that this number is equal to two on the first Newton step;from here, the error is “lagged”
as a function of Newton iterations in the AIN case, cf. Figure1. The total number of necessary
CG iterations per refinement level is displayed in the right par of Figure 3. On the last mesh,
AIN only needs 306 total iterations, whereas IN needs 1470, and FN 8690 iterations. Thus, our
approach yields an economy by a factor of roughly 5 with respect to IN and roughly 30 with
respect to FN in terms of total iterations.





h ) on the 2nd level uniformly refined mesh for AIN. We see that even in presence of
algebraic and linearization errors, the overall error distribu ion is very well predicted. Finally,
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let J lowu (u
k,i
h ) be an easily computable lower bound for the error measureJu(u
k,i
h ) obtained by
estimating the supremum in (12a) just with oneϕ. We define the upper and lower effectivity
indices respectively asI up := ηk,i/J upu (uk,ih ) andI
low := ηk,i/J lowu (u
k,i
h ) and observe that
the effectivity index for the original error measureJu(u
k,i
h ), defined asI := η/Ju(u
k,i
h ), lies
betweenI up andI low. For the three methods (FN, IN, and AIN), all these indices arclose to
the optimal value of 1 and in particularI up takes values very close to 1, see Figure 5.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented an inexact Newton method witha posteriori error control and
adaptive stopping criteria. Numerical experiments illustrate that tight error bound and important
computational gains can be achieved by our approach. Details on all the presented developments
can be found in [1].
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ADAPTIVNÍ NEPŘESNÉ NEWTONOVY METODY S A POSTERIORŃIMI
ZASTAVOVACÍMI KRIT ÉRII
V této pŕaci uvǎzujeme syst́emy nelinéarńıch algebraicḱych rovnic vznikaj́ıćı při numericḱe
diskretizaci nelinéarńıch parcíalńıch diferencíalńıch rovnic dif́uzńıho typu. K jejich (p̌ribli žné-
mu) řěseńı uvǎzujeme nelinéarńı iterǎcńı metodu a, na kǎzdém jej́ım kroku, iterǎcńı řěsič
syst́emu linéarńıch algebraicḱych rovnic. Navrhujeme adaptivnı́ uzp̊usobeńı počtu krok̊u obou
iterǎcńıch řěsičů. Ob̌e zastavovaćı kritéria jsou zalǒzena na a posteriornı́ch odhadech, kter´
rozlišuj́ı růzńe slǒzky celkov́e chyby, v dańem p̌rı́paďe algebraickou chybu, linearizačńı chybu
a diskretizǎcńı chybu. Nǎse a posteriorńı odhady poskytujı́ zarǔcenou horńı hranici na celkovou
chybu mezi p̌ribli žným a p̌resńym řěseńım a źarověn robustnostńı hranici spodńı. Numeric-
ké experimenty pro nelineárńı Laplaceovu rovnici, nekonformnı́ metodu koněcných prvk̊u,
Newtonovu linearizaci a metodu sdružeńych gradient̊u pro řěseńı soustav linéarńıch algebraic-
kých rovnic ilustruj́ı teoreticḱe výsledky.
DIE ADAPTIVE UNGENAUE NEWTON-METHODE MIT
A-POSTERIORI-STOPP-KRITERIEN
In dieser Arbeit betrachten wir die Systeme nichtlinearer algebraischer Gleichungen, die bei
der numerischen Diskretisation nichtlinearer partiellerDifferenzialgleichungen entstehen. Zu
deren - ann̈aherungsweisen - L̈osung betrachten wir die nicht lineare iterative Methode und -
auf jedem ihrer Schritte - den iterativen Löser des Systems der linearen algebraischen Gleichun-
gen. Wir schlagen eine adaptive Angleichung der Schrittzahl beider iterativer L̈oser vor. Beide
Stopp-Kriterien gr̈unden sich auf A-posteriori-Schätzungen, welche verschiedene Bestandteile
des Gesamtfehlers unterscheiden, im vorliegenden Fall einen algebraischen Fehler, einen li-
nearisierenden Fehler und einen Diskreditisationsfehler. Unsere A-posteriori-Schätzungen ge-
währleisten eine garantierte Obergrenze für den Gesamtfehler zwischen der Näherungs- und der
genauen L̈osung und gleichzeitig eine Robustitä sgrenze nach unten. Die numerischen Experi-
mente f̈ur die nichtlineare Laplace-Gleichung, die nichtkonformeM thode der Endelemente,
die Newton’sche Linearisation sowie die Methode der dualenGradienten zur L̈osung der Sys-
teme linearer algebraischer Gleichungen illustrieren dietheoretischen Ergebnisse.
ADAPTACYJNE NIEDOKŁADNE METODY NEWTONA Z KRYTERIAMI
STOPUJA֒CYMI A POSTERIORI
W niniejszym opracowaniu przedstawiono systemy nieliniowych równán algebraicznych pow-
staja֒ce podczas numerycznej dyskretyzacji nieliniowych parcjalnych ŕownán różniczkowych o
charakterze dyfuzyjnym. Do ich (przybliżonego) rozwi֒azania zastosowano nieliniowa֒ metod֒e
iteracji a na kȧzdym jej etapie iteracyjny spos´ b rozwia֒zania układu liniowych ŕownán alge-
braicznych. Zaproponowano adaptacyjne dostosowanie liczby etaṕow obu sposob́ow. Oba kry-
teria stopuj֒ace oparte s֒a na szacunkach a posteriori, które odŕożniaja֒ różne elementy oǵolnego
błe֒du, w tym przypadku algebraiczne, linearyzacyjne i dyskretyzacyjne. Nasze oraz a posteri-
ori szacunki zapewniaj֒ ǵorna֒ granic֒e oǵolnego bł֒edu pomi֒edzy przybli̇zonym a dokładnym
rozwia֒zaniem oraz doln֒a stał֒a granic֒e błe֒du. Eksperymenty numeryczne dla nieliniowego
równania Laplace’a, niekonformiczna֒ metod֒e element́ow skónczonych, linearyzacje֒ Newtona
oraz metod֒e gradient́ow sprz֒eżonych do rozwi֒azywania układ́ow liniowych równán algebraicz-
nych przedstawiono w postaci teoretycznych wyników.
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